The measurement of biallelic pair-wise association called linkage disequilibrium (LD) is an important issue in order to understand the genomic architecture. A plethora of measures of association in two by two tables have been proposed in the literature. Beside the problem of choosing an appropriate measure, the problem of their estimation has been neglected in the literature. It needs to be emphasized that the definition of a measure and the choice of an estimator function for it are conceptually unrelated tasks.
Background
Modern genetic high-through-put methods increasingly provide medium to large size data sets that consist of high dimensional vectors of binary markers. We have been particularly motivated by the example of SNP-chips that address up to one million of biallelic single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) . Another example of this data type are patterns of genomic aberration in tumours that can be measured based again on SNP-chip technology or by matrix competitive genome hybridisation (mCGH).
SNPs on the same chromosome become independent in the long run due to recombination events occurring in-between. Neighbouring SNPs are often not independent; this association is called linkage disequilibrium (LD). Highly linked SNPs tend to be inherited together. Linkage disequilibrium has been analysed to understand the genomic architecture especially with respect to recombination hot-spots and jointly inherited haplotype blocks (Schulze et al., 2004; Service et al., 2006) . In the following we always restrict ourselves to LD between two biallelic markers.
A basic step in analysing such data is assessing associations between markers in a large number of two by two tables and comparing associations between tables. A large number of measures of association are used in the literature (Devlin & Risch, 1995; Hedrick, 1987; Thomas, 2004) . Some suggestions on the preferred use of single measures were made (Devlin & Risch, 1995; Mueller, 2004) . Most of these arguments are based on biological issues such as dependence on allelic frequencies and rate of decay (Hedrick, 1987) or on practical applications such as correlation of test statistics (Pritchard & Przeworski, 2001 ) and determination of haplotype blocks (Gabriel et al., 2002) .
There is little concern in the literature about the optimal way of estimating these measures and often the definition of a measure and the choice of an estimator function for it are confused. Defining an LD measure and estimating it from concrete data are radically separate tasks.
Therefore, after a short review of different LD measures, we will discuss the estimation problem of three popular LD measures in detail and compare the performance of different estimators in a simulation study.
Measures of Linkage Disequilibrium
We consider analysing contingency tables of two biallelic markers at one strand of the genome. Let T be the manifold of all tetranominal probability models written as a two by two table of true probabilities: T consists of all two by two matrices t with entries p ij ∈ R, (i, j ∈ {0, 1}) fulfilling the properties p ij > 0, i,j p ij = 1. The p ij denote the true probabilities of the corresponding combination of the two alleles of the markers i and j. In the following, we abbreviate
and p .j = p 0j +p 1j for convenience. Here, the marginals p i. and p .j denote the true frequencies of the alleles of the two markers.
Statistically, a measure of LD is simply a measure of association in the true contingency table t. The following measures were defined in the literature:
The measure D is the absolute deviation of the observation from the expectation that the alleles of marker i are randomly combined with alleles of marker j under the assumption of constant marginals. Hence:
This measure is zero in case of independence of the markers but extreme values depend on the marginals. 
Lewontin's D ranges from −1 to 1 and tends to these values if one of the p ij tends to zero while the marginals are bounded away from zero. (Hill & Robertson, 1968) : The usual correlation coefficient applied to binary data has similar popularity as D . It also ranges from −1 to 1 where an absolute value of 1 is obtained when a diagonal of t tends to zero:
Correlation coefficient r
Odds ratio λ (Edwards, 1963) :
The odds ratio is not directly dependent on D and in particular independent of the 
Note that all marginals are equal to 1 2
. The odds ratio is extreme if one of the p ij tends to zero while the marginals are bounded away from zero.
Yule's Y (Yule, 1912):
which is sometimes also called Yule's coefficient of colligation. Yule's Y is bounded to [−1, 1] and can be written as the double difference of the entries p 00 and p 01 of the canonical representative of t mentioned above (Hartung, 1991) . Yule's Y fits well in the context of D and r since all three measure coincide in tables for which the diagonal elements are pair-wise equal. The use of these measures has been discussed extensively and it has been recommended to calculate r when one marker is used to predict another marker and to use D as a measure of recombination probability (Devlin & Risch, 1995; Mueller, 2004) . However, both measures depend on the marginals. Therefore, we also consider Yule's Y which is a standardised function of the odds ratio λ and thus invariant under margin transformations of the underlying table t.
The Estimation Problem for LD Measures
Since in general the true table t is not available, measures of linkage disequilibrium must be estimated from an observed contingency table t N = n 00 n 10 n 01 n 11 with n ij ∈ N and i,j n ij = N. Here, we do not address the problem that the entries n ij sometimes must also be estimated from real data by a phasing algorithm in case of double heterozygote markers (This can be done for example with the help of the exact solution of an EM-algorithm (see Weir (1996) for details) assuming haploid populations or polyploid populations in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.).
The table t N is regarded as a random realization of the true table t ∈ T under the corresponding tetranomial distribution with sample size N. The tables t N form a sample space T N of all possible realizations of t after Nfold sampling. In the following, we will define and compare different families of consistent estimators for the linkage disequilibrium measures r, D and Y given an observation t N ∈ T N .
Estimators for LD Measures
The common approach for the estimation of LD measures is the use of "plugin" estimates, where the probability estimatesp ij of p ij are inserted into the theoretical formula of a measure. Often, the frequency maximum-likelihood estimates n ij N of p ij are used. However, this may lead to inflated or even undefined estimates of the desired quantity especially in case of small sample sizes (Tear et al., 2002) . This approach has been used both extensively and carelessly in the literature to estimate for example D and r. We will denote corresponding estimators as frequency plug-in estimators FPE.
For any LD measure M it readŝ
An alternative approach is using "non-informative" Bayesian probability estimates for p ij (Walley, 1996) instead of frequency estimates. Bayesian analysis of tetranomial distributions is conveniently based on priors from the family of four-dimensional Dirichlet distributions D (α), α = (α 00 , α 01 , α 10 , α 11 ) (α ij > 0). Dirichlet priors are conjugate to the multinomial distribution (Geisser, 1984; Walley, 1996) . After observing a contingency table t N = n 00 n 10 n 01 n 11 the posterior distribution is again in the Dirichlet family namely D (α 00 + n 00 , α 01 + n 10 , α 10 + n 10 , α 11 + n 11 ).
The density of the Dirichlet distribution is given by: we identify the vector α with one of its components in the symmetric case. Non-informative choices for a symmetric non-informative distribution on T are the well-known Jeffreys' prior α = 1 2 (Geisser, 1984; Jeffreys, 1961) or the uniform distribution α = 1.
Using these non-informative prior distributions, Bayesian probability point estimates for p ij are obtained as expectation of the posterior distribution:
Calculating M with the help ofp ij instead of p ij yields a consistent Bayesian plug-in estimator BPE. It has the form
A fully Bayesian approach does not use the plug-in short-cut and calculates the expectation of M under a posterior distribution which is the Fully Bayesian estimator BÊ (1 − p 00 − p 01 − p 10 ) α 11 +n 11 −1 M (t) dp 00 dp 01 dp 10 The integral can best be solved by Monte-Carlo integration using a quick sampling tool for the Dirichlet distribution as implemented e.g. in the statistical software package "R" (www.r-project.org).
Finally, LD measures can be estimated with a so-called volume formula. The concept of volume measures can be traced back to Hotelling (1939) and has been applied to contingency tables by Diaconis & Efron (1985) and to linkage disequilibrium measures by Chen et al. (2006) . In the simplest case, the idea is to count the number of tables which are less "extreme" than an observed table and compare this "volume" with the total volume of all possible tables. Chen et al. (2006) defined Dvol as the number of tables with fixed marginals, fixed sign of D and less extreme values of D divided by the number of tables with fixed marginals and fixed sign of D. Clearly, rather than a new measure of LD this is in fact a new estimating function for D . In the original definition, this measure is always greater or equal to 0 and less than 1. For better comparability with the other estimators, we consider an obvious signed versionD VE with values in the interval (−1, 1) by assigning the sign of D of the observed table t N . The claimed advantage of this estimating procedure is thatD FPE is biased upwards (Tear et al., 2002) whileD VE is not in case of tables with small entries where the occurrence of zeros is likely (Chen et al., 2006) .
Comparison of Estimators
We compare these estimator functions in a simulation study using the averaged mean square error as criterion. First, we simulate true tables by randomly drawing from three different Dirichlet distributions (α ∈ 1 2 , 1, 2 ). These Dirichlet distributions represent application scenarios in which -respectively -one expects frequently, occasionally or rarely tables with entries or margins close to zero (see figure 1) . True values of the linkage disequilibrium measures are calculated from the true tables. In a second step, we obtain a concrete realization of the true tables with different sample sizes N ∈ {50, 100, 500} by randomly drawing from the corresponding multinomial distribution. Estimation functions are compared with respect to their expected mean square error which is calculated over all observed tables with defined estimates (Note that the naive frequency plug-in estimator is not always defined). 100,000 tables were simulated. Results are displayed in table 1. Only different estimators for one and the same LD measure are comparable, since the underlying measures differ in variance. Non-surprisingly, averaged mean square errors improve and tend to zero with increasing sample 6 The International Journal of Biostatistics, Vol. 6 [2010] , Iss. 1, Art. 1 DOI: 10.2202/1557-4679.1162 size. Comparing the results presented in table 1 we can conclude that the frequency plug-in estimator has the highest mean square error for all scenarios and measures.
The Bayesian plug-in estimators and Fully Bayesian estimators perform almost equally well for all measures. As expected, Bayesian estimators performs best if the implied prior distribution equals the scenario sampling distribution of the tables. But the estimators are relatively robust against variation of the sampling distribution. Thus, the Fully Bayesian estimators are not relevantly better but computationally more expensive than the Bayesian plug-in estimators.
For r there are almost no differences between the two Bayesian plug-in estimators. For D and Y the Bayesian plug-in estimator with α = 1 is slightly better than the one with α = 
Discussion
We investigated the performance of different estimator functions for measures of linkage disequilibrium in sample sizes up to 500. For D the estimation problem has been partly considered recently by Sebastiani & Abad-Grau (2007) . Lo (1991) investigated jackknife and bootstrap estimators for D . The usual frequency plug-in estimators can lead to unreliable estimates (Chen et al., 2006; Lo, 1991; Sebastiani & Abad-Grau, 2007) . Estimation functions based on the computationally expensive volume measures (Chen et al., 2006) were proposed recently as a remedy to this well-known problem.
Here, we investigated four different consistent estimation functions for three popular LD measures D , r and Y , namely the frequency plug-in estimator, the Bayesian plug-in estimator, the Fully Bayesian estimator and the volume estimator (for D only). We compared them in an extensive simulation study concerning the expected mean square error (Lo, 1991) . Three sampling distributions were considered; D 1 2 for which tables with entries close to zero are likely, D (2) for which tables with entries close to zero are rare and D (1) in between.
The frequency plug-in estimator is the only estimator which is not always defined since divisions of zero by zero in case of observed zero margin can occur. Clearly, this is an undesirable property of an estimator in a highthroughput setting.
We confirmed that volume estimators have better expected mean square error than the frequency plug-in estimators. However, volume estimation performs worse than the Bayesian plug-in estimators particularly for the sampling distribution D 1 2 . The reason is that the volume definition for D is based on tables with fixed marginals. Implicitly the marginals are treated as certain but are in fact random.
Fully Bayesian estimators performed almost equally well than Bayesian plug-in estimators but are computationally more expensive. In summary, we recommend using the Bayesian plug-in estimator with α = 1 2 to estimate all linkage disequilibrium measures considered. Based on the non-informative Jeffreys prior, frequency estimates are close to the observed frequencies. Moreover, the estimator has good performance especially in data in which the occurrence of small entries in the contingency tables is likely. In particular, with D 1 2 the distribution of the minor marginal frequencies is uniform on [0; 0.5]. In our experience, such a situation is often encountered in SNP-array-data when SNPs with low allelic frequencies are discarded (figure 2). 
